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The government of Kuwait does not have
proven evidence on the involvement of Emad
Mughniya in the hijacking of Al-Jabriya aircraft

or any terrorist act against it so far. The government
had previously announced that, but as soon as MP
Abdulhameed Dashti announced his condolences to
the Mughniya family, the involvement of Mughniya
in the “Jabriya” incident became a concrete fact to
many people.

This is not in defense of Mughniya, because he
was a terrorist, in my view, and will remain so, and it
is not in defense of Dashti, because supporting and
glorifying terrorism may have been acceptable years
ago, or even decades, but now as the terrorism shad-
ow has grown longer, and everything and every soul
became a target for terrorism, condemnation of ter-
rorism became the duty of every person on this land,
regardless of his origin, and whoever has difficulty to
accept this duty should honor himself and others by
keeping silent, or stop expressing support or appre-
ciation of terrorism and terrorists, and this is what
Dashti did not do.

It is not wise or part of sagacity to support terror-
ism or encourage killing regardless of the reason or
aim, as the world is suffering from terrorism today
and there is unanimous condemnation by all coun-
tries and people as well fighting it, and whoever
announces support of a terrorist who killed a Jew,
announces, whether he likes it or not, his support to
the terrorist who killed or will kill a Muslim. Terrorism
is terrorism and all its forms and sources must be
condemned.

Dashti expressed condolences to the family of
Mughniya “as a Muslim and Arab martyr killed by the
Israelis”, so patriotism advocates and defenders of
Kuwait dignity became angry with him, although all
of them, without exception, considered his condo-
lences as an insult to Sunnis and a Shiite provoca-
tion, and this is a purely sectarian stand and has
nothing to do with patriotism or nationalism as
claimed. The behavior of Dashti is supposed to be an
insult of all Kuwaitis, Shiites ahead of Sunnis, also
because the hijacking of Al-Jabriya aircraft is sup-
posed to be an aggression against Kuwait and not
against the Sunni sect.

The strange thing here is that many of those who
objected to the stand of Dashti, particularly well-
known personalities, did previously announce loyal-
ty, support and congratulations to Hassan Nasrallah,
the leader and guide of Mughniya! How can pledg-
ing loyalty to Hezbollah is permitted and a duty,
while expressing condolences to the father of one of
its members a crime and national treason?!

We have those who hunt for mistakes, and we
have those who create conspiracies. Those who are
attacking Dashti instead of advising him are general-
izing his behavior instead of limiting it to his person-
ality. — Translated by Kuwait Times 

Hunting for
mistakes
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By Abdellatif Al-Duaij

Issues like the Islamic State (IS) and who is behind
funding it along with other regional militias and the
US-Iran nuclear agreement that was best described

by US Today last Thursday in an article titled ‘Winner &
Losers in the Agreement’ that made a comparison
between each party’s pre-agreement demands and
what had been finally reached, are all but shadows and
reflections of considerable regional changes that are
core events. 

What is really happening is that the post-World War II
international effective powers no longer need strong
Arab armies now that the Soviet Union has fallen. Those
armies were needed then to prevent to possible Soviet
expansion in the region. That strategy has now changed
with one seeing that Arab countries must be weakened
and fragmented to split their lands and fortunes by
both international and hidden regional alliances that
are all eager to swallow all Arab countries from the Gulf
to the Atlantic Ocean either directly or through certain
agents in the same manner white, black and red bulls
had been swallowed one after another! 

Such mega schemes are not feasible without the
involvement of some regional countries and leaders
that hide more than what they show and antagonize
certain parties by day and ‘sleep with’ their so-called
enemies by night. The first phase of this scheme of

devouring Arab countries, which started four years ago,
was to revolutionize Arabic public opinion using con-
spiring powers. The second phase involves creating
militias that rebel against sovereignty to take over
lands, cities and fortunes side by side with terrorist
groups that carry out explosions and assassinations and
attack official armies with highly sophisticated modern
weapons. 

The third phase is still coming through causing eco-
nomic collisions and disasters in some cities through
destroying cities, farms and factories to the last brick,
and through pressuring oil prices in others to reach an
extremely low level for long periods and eventually lead
to political unrest in those countries.  

The fourth phase will be through causing and creat-
ing regional inter-country wars based on political, ideo-
logical, religious, oil and economic factors. Such gloomy
imminent disasters can only be reversed by regional
peoples’ awareness and not to be beguiled with bluffs
made by parties playing on their emotions while they
actually plan and seek their annihilation. 

Finally, the blood the Arab nation is losing nowadays
is the price of being beguiled by the so-called revolu-
tionary regime that came to power through disasters
and stepped down through even greater ones! 

—Translated by Kuwait Times
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Crime
R e p o r t

Drug smuggling
Supervisor General of Customs at Kuwait

International Airport Suleiman Al-Fahad referred three
citizens to the Drugs Control General Department
(DGCA) after catching them with drugs upon their
arrival. In the first case officers at Saad Al-Abdallah air-
port found 250 grams of Marijuana with a citizen who
arrived from Nepal. The second suspect arrived from
Delhi with a medium-sized piece of hashish, while the
third one arrived from Amsterdam via Istanbul, and
police found eight bags of marijuana with him.
Smuggling drugs from abroad to Kuwait is punishable
by death. 

Wild parties
Jahra patrol officers’ attention was drawn by a

heated fight between a man and a woman in front
of a jakhour (livestock farm) in the area as their
voices were ver y loud. When policemen
approached them, they were found to be in an
abnormal condition. Police also heard very loud
music coming from inside, then when they got
closer, they could hear women’s voices. Neighbors
told police that a group of men and women hold
noisy parties and disturb them. Seven women and
three men inside the jakhour were arrested follow-
ing the necessary legal procedures. Eight liquor
bottles were also confiscated. 

KUWAIT: Ahmadi detectives are investigating an incident
that reportedly happened inside a Filipina woman’s apart-
ment, to verify her claims that she was raped and mugged.
A security source said that a Filipina woman told them she
was assaulted and mugged in her apartment, located in a
famous complex. The source said police went to the apart-
ment and told them she was in her bedroom while her
boyfriend was in the living room when someone knocked
hard on the door, saying that he was a detective. He then
kicked the boyfriend out, locked the apartment from inside
and pulled a knife. He then ordered her to open a safe and
took KD 1,100, then raped her before escaping, the woman
said. Investigations are ongoing.

Personal belongings stolen
Criminal evidence officers examined a Syrian man’s

car and lifted fingerprints in an attempt to identify a
thief who stole very important documents, including
the passports of the car’s owner and his six sons. The
incident was filed as a felony and it is being investigat-
ed. A citizen told Maidan Hawally police that an
unknown person broke into her car and stole a mobile
phone, KD 170 in cash and a router. She said the thief
withdrew KD 2,000 using her ATM card. She did not
press charges against anyone.

Gamblers deported
Two Asian nationals were sent for deportation

after being caught gambling in public. The arrest
was made in front of a Jleeb Al-Shuyiuko restaurant
during the af ternoon in temperatures ranging
around 40 C degrees. KD 300 and gambling tools
were confiscated.— Al-Anbaa and Al-Rai
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Suddenly and after years of acceleration and
opposition, and accompanied by some politi-
cians, a number of Islamic Constitutional

Movement (ICM)’s representatives recently visited
HH the Amir in a step that was predicted for those
who know ICM’s working systems and its style which
cannot be farther from so-called principles and firm
attitudes. The visit was surprising for those who had
ever though that ICM would stick to principles or
attitudes. 

That visit was, of course, nothing but the begin-
ning of ICM’s unconditional resumption of its politi-
cal activity to take part in the coming parliamentary
elections regardless of previous demands such as an
elected Cabinet, cancelling certain decrees, shelving
cases or any concessions on the government’s side.
They are returning in compliance with what they had
rejected from A to Z. 

As I said before, those who know ICM know for
sure that they are used to non-commitment to clear
attitudes. They have always broken promises and
agreements they made regardless of any commit-
ment with this or that organization or bloc. This sud-
den calming and preparation for unconditional run-
ning in parliamentary elections shortly after their
main ally, former MP Musallam Al-Barrak was impris-
oned, might have even been most shocking to those
who expected and predicted ICM’s side switching.
Well, I think I know why they quickly switched sides. 

Following the Al-Sadeq Mosque bombing and the
fact that a group that pretends to represent religion
claimed responsibility for it amidst growing demand
for reviewing religious approaches in mosques, the
media, and most importantly in school curriculums
(as it was agreed that MoE should shoulder the
largest share of responsibility for fighting extremism
and disciplining young pupils’ souls instead of agitat-
ing them against others and whatever is different) all
made ICM take such a step hastily to return to politi-
cal life.  

The ICM knows for sure that its power lies not in
the charisma of a certain candidate or certain politi-
cal attitudes it had taken. It does realize that its real
power lies in dominating one of the most important
institutions in Kuwait - the educational body which is
closely related to the life of each and every citizen for
at least six hours a day. Any attempt to adjust or
amend the curricula taught in schools would surely
cost ‘political Islam’ blocs their domination over edu-
cational facilities, and thus they would lose control
over future generations and everything. 

So, for the ICM, the whole thing is a matter of sur-
vival rather than winning two or three parliamentary
seats. It is far more. That is why they quickly prepared
to return to political life with hope of not losing con-
trol. At least, this is what I believe and I might be
wrong! — Translated by Kuwait Times 

Ahmadi tenant
reports rape

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, a
member of the international
Ooredoo Group, focused
strongly on its corporate social
responsibility during its Eid cel-
ebrations agenda, holding sev-
eral activities across Kuwait. 

A team from the Corporate
Communications division visit-
ed the elderly care centre to dis-

tribute gifts and enjoy folklore
musical per formance per-
formed by Al-Sa’ad Music Band.
Ooredoo also organized a carni-
val at the Avenues Mall on the
second and third days of Eid,
which witnessed more than 150
thousand visitors during the Eid
holiday.

Commenting on this,

Ooredoo Senior Manager, Social
Media, Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) and
Sponsorships Yousef Al-Shallal
said: “We wanted to celebrate
the Eid holiday with the elderly
and spread the spirit of joy in
this happy occasion. Our carni-
val at the Avenues Mall carried
an overriding message of

national unity, as we strongly
believe that our unity as
Kuwaitis is our strength point
and it will help us move forward
in facing all crises.” Ooredoo’s
carnival continued for two days
and included face painting, a
parade, musical performances,
several entertainment segments
and draws.

Ooredoo focused on CSR
during Eid celebrations

‘Our unity is our cornerstone’

Yousef Al-Shallal


